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          Q: I'm trying to come up with a program that will, given a pdf, look

at all elements of a page and report if the page has any type of

color.  I see ways to get colorspace info and text color, but i can't

figure out how to detect if an image is in color or b/w values.

The end result is to report, page by page, if the page contains color.

Can I implement this using PDFNet SDK?

-----

A: You can use PDFNet to determine if the page has any type of color.

Text and paths/vectors can be handled in the same way (e.g. using

element.GetGState(). GetFillColorSpace()/GetStrokeColorSpace()/

GetFillColor()/GetStrokeColor() similar to the code in

ElementReaderAdv - http://www.pdftron.com/net/samplecode.html#ElementReaderAdv).

For images, you can use image.GetImageData() to obtain uncompressed

data stream. To make it easier to deal with different image formats

(color spaces, channels, sample sizes, etc), you can use Image2RGB

filter to normalize all image data to RGB. For example:

// in C++

// Extract and convert image data to RGB 8-bpc format.

Image2RGB img_conv(image_element);

FilterReader reader(img_conv);

while(reader.Read(buf, 1024) != 0) {

  ...

}

// C# / JAVA code is similar

Image2RGB img_conv = new Image2RGB(image_element);

FilterReader reader = new FilterReader(img_conv);

while() {

  reader.Read(....)

}

A simple and quick way to differentiate between color and grayscale

images is to check if the RGB values are all the same ( if pix[0] ==

pix[1] == pix[2] -> grayscale or mono, otherwise the image contains

some color).
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          Another alternative is to simply rasterize the page using PDFDraw. Then as descibed before you would check each RGB pixel for color.

The bonus of using PDFDraw though is you don’t need to do any parsing of the Page yourself. The following is all you need.

PDFDraw draw(200); // 200 dpi will be high quality, but not too slow or consume too much memory. You can also just raster to a certain dimension if you like draw.GetBitmap(page); // depending on the method used, and the language you use, you can get langauge specific Bitmap classes, or raw memory buffer iterate through each pixel if R != G || R != B then you have a "color" pixel.

You could go further, and convert RGB to LAB color space, and then you could get a better measure of how colourful the page is to the human eye. As simply checking for RGB equality might indicate a page has color, but no human eye could detect that color.
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